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M,.

and Ms.

Centmlia, Port Edwards, reedNekoosa Projects
Purple Loou:slrlfe Monitorin 8
Attached is • report for purple looses~if© monitoring as required by Article 408 for projects 2255
and 229l and by A~cle 407 for project 2292. A single report for the three projects has been
prepared.
The survey is required on an annual basis, with actual repmtin8 due m • biennial basis (2003 is
the required reporting yea). The survey was performed substantiallyas deu~bed in the plan
submitted to the FERC Secretary on January 13, 1997, and as approved by FERC on July 16,
1997. The 2003 survey was performed during July and Augu~ as de~c*ibed in the rcport.
The one exception of the actual sm'vcy to the plan was that Domtar contacted Dr. Robert W.
Freckmmm, curator of vascular plantmfrom the University of WisconsiwSteven Point and
principal investigator of Flark Assucistns, Inc. to conduct the survey as opposed to using trained
Domtar employees.
If there are any questions, please feel free to contact me at (715) 887-5155.
Sincerely,

Daniel O. Cummins, P.G.
Environmental Coordinator
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Principal Investigator: Robert W. Freckmann, IlL D.
Curatorof Vascoler Plants
University of Wisconsin- Stevens Point
BACKGROUND:
During July and August, 1997, Flark Associates, Inc. conducted a survey for the
occurrence of Lythrum salicarta L., purple loosestrife, within the project boundary lands
as designatedon the Nekoosa Papers, Inc. Project Boundary Location Drawings Numbers
DC 305, DC 306, DC 307, DJ 2894, DJ 2740, and DN 2341. During that period the
principal investigator covered on foot most of the west side of the Wisconsin River from
Wisconsin Rapids through to the boundary area south of Nekonsa, as well as most ofthe
east side of the Wisconsin River and the islands acceuu"ole by bridges. The smaller
islands and outcroppings were surveyed by boat. The principal investigator made general
notes on the vegetation and took black and white or color photographs at various
locations to document either the general nature of the vegetation in areas free of purple
loosestrife at that time, or to show repre~mtativc arees of purple lonsestzife infestations
as of 1997. The locations of the purple lomestrife plants were marked on the Project
Boundary Location Drawings end on a reduced photocopy of these drawings. The resets
ofthis sm'vey were stunmarized in a report prepared on September 4, 1997 and submitted
to Georgia-Pacific.
During July and August, 1998, the principal investigator conducted a survey for
purple lonsestrife within the same project boundary lands which were surveyed in 1997.
One of the objectives of the 1998 survey was to duplicate the coverage of 1997 to
eliminate variation due to changes in methods so that the results would reflect actual
changes in purple loosestrife ~ b u t i n n . The investigator carried copies of the drawings
submitted with the previous report and marked 1998 purple lonsestrffe occurrences
directly on these 1997 drawings. He also revisited sites where photographs were taken in
1997 and took new photographs for comparison. Any major changes in the vegetation at
any site from 1997 to 1998 were noted. The only major part of the 1997 survey which
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was not repeated in 1998 was the survey by boat between the Nekoosa dam and the Port
Edwards hydro-electric plant. This part of the Wisconsin River was surveyed by
binoculars from shore in 1998.
One addition was made in the 1998 survey and in surveys o f subsequent years.
Several purple loosestrife populations were examined to determine whether the
populations consisted o f plants o f all the same style length or of two or three style
lengqhs, and to note indications o f maturin8 seed. The flowers o f purple loosestrife are
composed o f 5, 6, or 7 erect clawed petals surrounded by the same number o f sepals, and
these combine to formatube. Nectar is produced at the base o f thls tube. Mnst insects
visiting the flowers probe head-downward for the nectar while their head, thorax, and
abdomen typically contact anthers or stigmas. A purple lonsostrife plant can have one o f
three a n a n g e m e ~ o f anthers and stigmas. A short-styled plant has the stignm at a level
which is apt to contact the head o f a typical pollinator and pick up any pollen present on
the insect's head. Half o f t b e 10-14 anthers are on medium length filaments and tend to
deposit pollen on the thorax o f the insect; the other half o f the anthers are on long
filaments and tend to deposit pollen on the abdomen. A medium-styled plant has stigmas
at a level where it tends to contact the thorax, and anthers on short and long filaments
where they tend to depnsR pollen on the head and abdomen. A lung-styled plant can pick
up pollen from the abdomen and deposit pollen on the head and thorax. Pollinators
visiting flowers o f the same style lengths tend to pick up pollen on the same parts o f the
body each time and transfer little pollen to the stigmas. Therefore, isolated populations
o f plants with the same style length produce little seed; populations with two or three
style lengths are apt to be the main sources of purple loosestrife seed.
In July and August 1999 the same principal investigator surveyed the same areas
as those covered in 1997 and 1998, following the same survey procedures as used in
1998. Most o f the photographs taken in 1999 show approximately the same areas as
those in the 1997 and 1998 photographs. The maps included in the 1998 report were
duplicated with symbols added to indicate either new purple loosostri~ population
discovered in the 1999 survey or the absence in 1999 o f purple loosestrife populations
present in 1998.
In August and early September 2000 the same principal investigator repeated the
procedures o f the 1998 and 1999 sm'veys. Photographs were again taken from many o f
the same places as those o f previous years, often using certain large distinctive Uees as
markers to make the photographs as nearly comparable to previous years as possible.
Field notes were taken as in previous years and soma populations were checked again to
see if there were plants o f only one flower type (and therefore less likely to produce seed)
or o f two or all three flower types. Since the field work was done somewhat later in 2000
than in ! 999, fewer observations were made on flower types, but more observations were
made on fruit set. The maps included in the 1999 report were again dupficated and the
changes noted in 2000 were soperimposod. As was done in 1999, areas which did not
have purple lonsestrife present previously were checked with binoculars and iftbere still
was no evidence o f purple loosestrife the survey on foot was reduced to spot checks.
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On August 9, 16, and 31, 2001 the same principal investigator and Sharon
Schwab, president of Flerk Associates, Inc. walked the mutes surveyed in 1997 through
2000. Photographs were taken from the same places as those of previous years to
indicate whether the purple loosestrife populations at these sample points were
increasinE, deereasinf, or remaining constant. Field notes were taken as in previous
years, although in 2001 the flower types present in every accessible population were
examined to access the probability mr.xa~ful pollination and seed set in each population.
Isolated purple lonsestrife plants or plants in small populations were pulled up, except for
those which were inaccess~le or so large and deeply-rooted that they could not be pulled
by hand. Plants on rock outuruppings in the river and on the dams were checked with
binoculars. The changes in purple looseslrife abundance and distribution were marked in
the field on photocopies of the maps included in the report for 2000, but, because the
maps in the 2000 report had become so covered with symbols as to almost obscure the
details, new maps were prepared for the 2001 report. The new maps cover the same
areas as those of previous reports and are equivalent to drawings DC-305, DC-306, DC307, DJ-2894, DN-2740, and DN-2341.
The purple ioosestrife survey for 2002 followed the 2001 survey closely. Robert
Freckmann and Sharon Schwab again walked the mutes surveyed in 1997 through 2001
on August 8 and 13, 2002; Sharon Schwab surveyed one area not covered earlier on
August 16, 2002, mui Robert Freckmann surveyed the remaining area not covered to date
on August 17, 2002. Photographs were taken from the same places as those of previous
years, along with a few photographs from new sites of interest. Additional observations
were made on the effects of various factors such as lowered water levels, herbivory of
J ~
bec~e8 (Popillta japonica), parasitism by dodder (Cuscuta sp.), herbicide
application, and isolation on survival and seed set on purple loosestrife plants. A new set
of maps were prepared using the seme base maps as those of the 2001 report, but adding
indicating the style-length of plant, using "S" for plants with short-styled flowers, ~ for
medium style length, and "L" for long styles.
The 2003 survey, conducted in late July and early August by Robert W.
Freckmann and Sharon Schwab, accompanied on one day by Daniel Cmnmh~, again
followed the procedures of the 2001 and 2002 surveys. Photographs were taken f~om
most of the same vantage points as previous years, with a few new sites added. The style
lengths of all access~le plants were recorded; however, in a few large populations, style
length was no longer recorded after all three style lengths had been observed in that
population.
DESCRIYrIONS OF THE PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE
POPULATIONS IN 2003:
As noted in the 1997 report, much of the land shown on drawing DC-305 is
residential and neither the neighborhood nor the vegetation appears to have changed
during the past four years. Purple looseslrife plants had been uprooted at four locations
on the west bank of the Wisconsin River during the 1997 survey. Two of these sites were
free of purple lonsostrife in 1998, but new plants were found at the other two sites. One
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well-established population in 1997 appeared to be unchanged in 1998 and three new
populations were noted in 1998. All of the new populations in 1998 consisted of only
long-styled plants. In 1998 only the population on the west bank opposite Pete Rogers
Island had two style lengths: long and medium.
Although no new populations were detected in the area covered by the DC-305
drawing in 1999, two plants with short-styled flowers were found. Because no shortstyled plants were seen here in 1998, these may indicate that some new plants had come
into these populations in 1999. Although plants of each of the three types were found in
the survey in 2000, the total number of plants on the west side of the river north of the
bridge was reduced from previous years. Purple loosestri~ had almost vanished near the
point where First Avenue turns to the west. It appears that they have been shaded out by
growth of fiver birch, Benda nlgra L; American elm, U/ram amer/cana L.; green ash,
Fraxtnuspennsylvanica Marshall; dogwoods, Comus app.;grapes, Yitis riporta Michaux;
and especially black locust, Robinia pseudoacacia L.; and glossy-leaved buckthom,

m m us#ansulaL.
Scattered long, medium, and short-styled plants were still present on the west
bank of the W'~consin River opposite Pete Rogers bland in 2001, and some ofthese were
pulled out. Three medium-styled plants were present south of the Riverview Expressway
where no plants had been seen in previous years; these were too deeply rooted to be
pulled out. Three long-styled plants on the west bank opposite the north end of Witter
Island, which had been noted as new in the 1998 survey, were removed. One long-styled
plant, apparently new this year, was so deeply rooted among the rock retaining wall
where highways 54 & 73 come closest to the river that it could not be pulled out. Four
new plants, including all three style types, on the bank along Lyon Park were removed.
The total number of plants on the west bank in 2001 was between 20 and 25 plants.
The 2002 survey showed a remarkable reduction in purple loosestrife in this same
area. Only three plants were seen, one of which we Rmoved and the other two were too
deeply rooted for removal. The reduction in purple loosestrife might be attn'buted to at
least three factors: the effect of mmovin8 plants in 2001, the desiccation of plants by
lowering the water level of the river, and weakening of plants by Japanese beetle
herbivory. Water levels upstream fTom the Centralia Dam were substantially lower in
August as construction work took place on the Dam. A number of purple Ioosestri~
plants were apparently killed when the water levels dropped below their root zone and
obviously desiccated plants were seen along the fiver down to the Centralia dam.
Japanese beetles were abundant on scattered plants throughout the entire survey area,
apparently concentrating on eating flower parts, especially pollen, and preventing seed
set. One of the two plants which could not be uprooted in the DC-305 area was heavily
damaged. Although Japanese beetles reportedly feed on a wide range of plants, most of
the beetles were seen on the loosestrife, and only a few on nearby smartweeds

(Polygonum spp.)
The purple looseslr~e population appears to have increased slightly in 2003
compared with 2002, with about 20 plants present on the west bank of the Wisconsin
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River as shown in the first map in this report; six plants were removed. All three style
lengths were present. Figures 1-7 serve to compare the area as seen fi~m two vantage
points from 1997 through 2003.
The area in drawing DC-306 included only two large populations of purple loosestrife in 1997 through 2000. By 2001 the purple loosestrife populations had reached in
excess of 100 plants. Four new plants, two long-styled and two short-styled, were found
in 2001 on the west bank at the north end of drawing DC-306; two were pulled out. A
new short-styled plant to the south was found end removed, but two long and one shortstyled plant at the base of the bank farther south were inaccess~le. The population on
the west bank opposite Garrison Island included plants of all three style lengths, but in
2000 the population seemed to be smaller than previous years, probably being crowded
out and shaded by a mixture of shrubs; goldenrods, $oltdago canadensis L. and $.
glgontea/CRon; bluejoiut grass, Ca/anu~grosf/a canadens/s (Michaux) P. Beunv.; etc. In
2001 only six plants remained and all were long-styled; some of these were being
crowded out by staghom sumac, P,hus typh/na L. Four new medium-styled plants were
found on the wast bank opposite the gap between Garrison end Edwards Island in 2002,
and all were removed. Two more new plants were fotmd along the boat landing, and both
of these were removed in 2002. Several more plants were removed in 2003 opposite
Garrison Island, but one population has grown to 20-30 plants, and most could not be
removed..
The 2002 surveyed noted reduction in pmple lonsestrife north of the CAmtralia
Dam. No plants were foond on the east side of the River beyond the end of Riverwood
Lane, even though there were two plants we le/t in 2001 because they were two deeply
rooted to be removed. However, in 2003, two new plants were found here, and removed.
The large population on the west side if the River north of Boles Creek had shrunk by
2002 to about a dozen plants, all of which we removed. A large rock opposite Boles
Creekhad held one or two plants since 1997. Both plants appearedto have died bythe
time of the 2002 survey, and no new plants have appeared in 2003. In 1998 a few plants
were seen on the bank south of Boles Creek at the edge of the mowed lawn around the
Masonio Lodge. No plants were seen here in 1999, but in 2000 either new plants had
come in or poasiblythe 1998 plants hadbeen mowedand recovered by 2000. At leastten
plants were present in 2001. A large population was present in 2002, and the population
had grown by 2003 (figures 15 & 16).
In the 1997-2001 surveys a large population of purple loosestrife was present and
photographed around the CenUalia dam and footpath. The construct/on work in 2002
eliminated this population, but not among rocks in the River near the Dam, where a
population of at least 25 plants is lodged in amoung the rocks. However, following the
construction last year, no purple lunsest~e plants were seen on the eastern part of the
Dam in 2003. The elimination of young purple loosestrife plants here is probably a
significant accomplishment, because the plants starting here often eventually washed
down stream in previous years to become established amoung rocks in the River.
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The hiking and biking trail area in DC-307 continues to be free of purple loosestrife (figures 25-28). Deep shade and dense native vegetation should continue to make
establishment of purple loosestrife here unlikely.
In 1998 the purple lonsestri~ population on the headwaters dam in DJ-2894 was
conspicuously reduced from 1997, but short and long-styled plants were common on soil
amid concrete slzuctm~ west of the dam. In 2001 the Port Edwards dam and adjacent
area was free of purple loosestrife except for one medium-styled and one short-styled
plant which were ton well rooted among the rock and concrete to be pulled. About 20
young plants had apparently become established recently on sand along the river on the
northeast side of the island. All of these plants were pulled. The river banks and rock
outcroppings on the rest of the east side of the island where scattered plants had been
seen in previous years were almost free of purple lonsestrife.
The populations noted in the 1997 survey on the west bank above the Port
Edwards hydro-electric plant were also essentially unchanged in 1998. In 1999, with the
river level down and construction work on the dam, the purple loosestrife populations of
the previous two years were greatly reduced. The construction activity eliminated most
of the vegetation, including all but a few small Ioosastrife plants. Purple loonsesh-ife on
the west bank above the Port Edwards hydro-electric plant was almost elhninate~
possibly due to desiccation of the plants followin8 the drop in water level. Only a few
plants returned in 2000, but the population grew through 2002. Much of the population
appears to have been killed by herbicides in 2003. In 2001 no purple loosemrife plents
were found from the crib and dam south to Lavigne St~-t, perhaps partly because of the
shade from sumacs and other shrubs, and by the large stand of Amur silver-grass,
Miscanthus sacchartflorus (Maxim~) Hack, which excludes all other species. However,
the west bank from Lavigne to Market Street had a large population of over 30 plants in
2001 amid reed canary-gra~ Phalaris arunidinacea L., and sedges, Carex spp. In 2002
this population was reduced and confined to a smaller area, and by 2003 the few purple
lonsestrife plants have little room left between the silver-grass and the River (figure 39).
The small population near the hydroelectric plant remain about the same as the 2002
population.
As noted in the reports of 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002, the totalpopulation of
pmpl¢ loosestrifein most of the area shown on DN-2740 did not appear to have shown
any obvious net change from 1997 through 2002 and the same observation applies in
2003. The plants are moderately common, but scattered. The appearance of new plants
along some stretches of the River is roughly equal to the number which have disappeared
along other stretches. Figure 45 shows an isolated purple loosastrife plant near the
boatlanding between Ripley Creek and Moccasin Creek being crowded out by native
shrubs and perennials. However, as noted in the 2000, 2001, and 2002 reports, the
wetland between the bend of the river and state highway 73 has changed in the past five
years from scattered to abundant purple loosestrife. Previously this was a fairly disturbed
area dominated by narrow-leaved cattail, Typha angustJfolla L , with reed canary-grass
on the slope.
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Purple lcosostrife continues to be scattered along the river bank in Riverside Park.
Japanese beetles were noted on plants here in 2001 and 2002, but not in 2003. Nearly all
the plants in Riverside Park were removed in 2002, but at least six new plants were
present in 2003. However, figures 40-44 show the gradual elimination of a purple
loosestrife plant through the growth of cmpefin8 vegatetion and increased shade fiom the
~0

In 1998 the purple loosesU-ifedensity or distribution in the Nekoosa area indicated
on drawing DN-2341 was essentially unchanged from 1997, except on the west bank of
the river north of the highway 173 bridge. The 1999 report had noted that the loosestrife
had almost v ~ e d
here, apparently as a result of the growth of black locust and
staghom sumac, which have shaded it. The trend toward • "hmination of purple lcosestrife
by woody vegetation continued in 2000. The draw down of the river in 1999 apparently
eliminated some purple lomestrife plants by leaving them desiccated on the higher part of
the bank, but allowing some new plants to colonize the area near the river at its lower
stage. In 2000, with the water levels high again, the low-lying population had been
flooded out, and in some place the purple lonsostrife had been crowded out where the
wooded vegetation extended to the water edge. But in 2001 purple loosostrife was again
abundant amid broadleaved cattails, T),pha ia~folia L., wherever there is a flat area
between the river and the dense growth of mmmc, black locust, dogwoods, and willows
(~d/x spp.). By 2002 purple loosestrife greatly increased at the south edge of Riverside
Park and now represents the largest population within the area of this survey.
The 1999 report noted that purple loosostrife appears to be increasing slowly
down river fiom the Nekoosa dam as new plants appear on some of the small
outzroppings in the river and that, because these outzroppings are rather inaccess~le and
are open areas subject to colonization, this increase seemed inevitable. The populations
on the east bank have continued to increase through 2002, but are noticably smaller in
2003 (figures 49 & 50). The causes of this population reduction.are not apparent.

CONCLUSIONS

The opinion of the principal investigator again remains the same as that expressed
in the 1998, 1999, 2000, 200, and 2002 reports: that purple loosostrife is not as abundant
in the Wisconsin Rapids - Port Edwards - Nekoosa area as it is in most wetlands and
along most rivers and roadsides in the more developed or ecologically disturbed areas in
central Wisconsin.
In general, the net abundance of purple lonsestrife appears to have remained about
the same over the six years of these surveys. Any increase in purple loosostrife at one
site seems to be offset by a reduction somewhere else. The 2002 and 2003 surveys
reinforces the statement made in the 1999 report that the most strildn8 observation is how
effective intact native vegetation and deep shade from trees and shrubs are in preventing
purple lonsestrife colonization, as shown by areas along the east bank of.the Wisconsin
River which are free f~om purple looseslrife. Control of purple loosestrife in these areas
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probably depends more on keeping these areas undisturbed and wooded, end in allowing
native vegetation to grow more densely in other areas, than on efforts to pull or ~ n o v c
purple loosestrife. Repeating the comments of the 1999 report, it is probably fortunate
that much of the W'Lw~nsin River bank in the Wisconsin Rapids - Port Edwards Nekoosa area is owned by parks or relatively few private owners, making it easier to
control disturbancc of the rivet banks.
Also, as noted in previous reports, control of purple loosemrife on the small
outcroppings in the Wisconsin River and in places on the dams where soil accumulates is
difficult These habitats ate nearly inaccessible and are fi'equently disturbed by waves,
currents, and fluctuations on water levels, thereby renewing the open, disturbed habitats
conducive to pmple lomestrifc establishment
Digging or hand-pulling loosefaife dlould be continued in areas with low density
populations. The large ptuple 1 ~
population south of Riverside Park would
probably be a good area to release two beetles, Galerucella pusilla and G. calmariensis.
which are being raised by some area high schools for loosestrifc control. Because the
beetles feed exclusively on purple loosestri~ (and perhaps closely related species of
Lythrum), they are most effective in reducing the number of plants in a large population
where they will not c"ltminatctheir food source and die out. Because it is very difficult to
eliminate an entire large population of purple loosestrife, the beetles can produce the best
realistic objective of keeping the pmple loosestrifc population small.
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2003 SURVEY
MAP EQUIVALENT TO DC-305 OF PREVIOUS SURVEYS
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